scene of naming to encompass experimental methods:
Adam did not just name the creatures after surveying them, he mustered and looked into them; through techniques like dissection and the use of optical instruments, the experimentalist did the same. Revealing to readers of his MIcrographia the "stupendious Mechanisms and contrivances" that characterize "the smallest and most despicable Fly" when viewed under a microscope, Robert Hooke wondered, "Who knows but Adam might from some such contemplation, give names to all creatures?" Hooke went on to suggest that God has given us "a capacity, which, assisted with diligence and industry," might enable us to see what Adam saw, and to assign the same names to nature. 3 To claim, as Joseph Glanvill, that Adam had not originally needed "Galileo's tube" in order to contemplate distant planets, and that "he had as clear a perception of the earths motion, as we think we have of its quiescence" was clearly to celebrate contemporary discoveries." Just as the image of Adam as a man with microscopes and telescopes for eyes lifts technology out of history, the transformation of Eden into a specifically epistemological paradise cleanses originary desire of any attachment to a privileged time or place.
The doctrine of original sin made identification with Adam compulsory at the moment of the first disobedience; experimentalists grasped this compulsory identification, using the innocent Adam to designate the expression of human intellectual potential under ideal conditionsconditions that they worked to recreate. If no single individual had a claim on the privileged perspective of humanity's first representative, the collective subject of the new science did. As experimentalists worked to transform their identification with Adam into a relationship of identity, the metaphorical in /PICCIOTTO link between the laboratory and paradise became mutually conditioning. The project of paradlsal recovery was enmeshed in the cognitive and physical struggles that characterize efforts to construct an objective perspective on the world: the impossibility of the goal guaranteed its permanence. The means and the end of paradisal recovery collapsed, and Eden came to assume the features of a working laboratory.
While the godly cognitive appetite was an incentive to industry in Adam, Eve's association with carnal appetite sanctioned a new etiology of the first sin as the perversion of the first virtue; "idle curiosity." Eve fell because she "neglected her daily Work" and "was at leisure," not because she exhibited an investigative interest in God's work, which would have been laudable. The fall was the result of an insufficiently rigorous curiosity, which tempted her to put her trust in "thin Apparence" and "subtle Fallacies." The sin represented by the forbidden fruit was not the desire for knowledge but the desire, in the words of John Milton's Eve, to "feed at once both Bodie and Mind," rather than working to subject the body to the demands of the mind. The experimentalist etiology of sin reveals innocence to be a metfiod. The regenerate intellectual laborer who displayed intellectual chastity or a "virgin Mind"the willed innocence or objectivity of the modern scientistalong with a commitment to continuous labor was the product of this method. 5 The intellectual hunger and restlessness once associated with the internalized serpent of original sin thus motivated a divinely sanctioned disciplinary regimen of perpetual self-exertion, a complex and torturous process whose aim was to recover paradise by the very means it was once thought to have been lost. actually relieved by the curse, which reassures him that he won't be, as he puts it, "unemployed" after his expulsion from the garden. When the young Robert Boyle built his first laboratoryliterally a "workroom"on his estate, he felt like he had escaped into "Elysium." Describing the bittersweet pleasures of investigation he pursued there, Boyle observed that the success of his "best toils" only engaged him in new ones. The work involved not only to regain but simply to inhabit paradise was perpetual.
This georgic ideal of paradise seems a far cry from medieval regard the scenes they grace as independently celebratory images of the laborers from whom all human beings descended and in whom they were all represented. If these images look forward to Christ at all, it is by suggesting not a need for Christ, but a continuity with him in his kenosis as a homo pauperrimus.
The identification of the innocent Adam as a physical and intellectual laborer promoted the notion that regenerate intellectual pursuits, far from being the fruits of idleness, were in fact work. In his treatise on paradise, which he dedicated to Bacon, John Salkeld insists that innocent man would not have been happy living an Idle life; hence "Man therefore is no sooner made, then he is set to work. ..that hee working might keepe paradise, and paradise by the same worke might keep him from idleness, from sinne." It follows that if "cheerefully we go about our business, so much nearer we come to our Paradise." This laborious program of imitatio Adami renders work "a recreation, and rejoicing of the will and minde," and a means to make and keep the self holy.® Since "Wearisome toiles, and labours" turn out to be the very stuff of paradise, Milton's Adam is Throughout the Middle Ages, the motif of Adam at work evoked the equality of humanity's original state. The proverb "When Adam delf and Eve span, / Whare was than the pride of man?" blended the ontological prestige of the original order of creation with work, the most prominent feature of the fallen world. It suspends the first laborer between his fallen and unfallen state; the image of the first laborer in his humility and lack of pride merges with Adam in the state of blameless innocence. John Ball, one of the leaders of the Peasants Revolt of 1381, devoted his celebrated Blackheath sermon to expounding a variant of the proverb; "Whanne Adam dalfe and Eve span, / Who was thanne a gentil man?" arguing that "all were created to be equal by nature la natura] from the beginning Is principio]."
Fusing "by nature" and "from the beginning," this originary Uati^ctn bo/cTi o5cr^bcln mode of thought performs revolutionary work, identifying the absolutely novel with the originary and the "real. "8 Ball's sermon was revived in the activities of the Diggers, who assumed control of St. George's Hill in Surrey in 1649, claiming collective ownership of this land on the basis of the labor they had invested in it. This project of "acting with Plow and Spade"creating revolution through the work of "delving"depended on a collective identification with Adam. As their leader Gerrard Winstanley put it, "The Earth in the first Creation of it, was freely given to whole mankind, without respect of Persons;" the word of command was imparted "to whole mankinde (not to one or a few single branches of mankindel to take possession." The "naked Spademen" who were causing such commotion, he explained, are Adam, who is now "risen to great strength, and the whole Earth is now filled with him." As Eden was restored on St. George's Hill, the "Lord of the Earth" was revealed to be all people willing to imitate the first working sovereign. The freedom to labor, to enjoy "the free content of the fruits and crops of this outward Earth, upon which their bodies stand: this was called The mans innocency, or pleasure in the Garden before the fall." Work is not the result of the curse but a recovery of innocence and delight.
In digging and delving, the Diggers asked only to "quietly improve the. ..Common Land. ..thereby our own Land will be increased with all sorts of Commodities." The restoration of paradisal communism would generate commodities for the comfort of human life; as Bacon's research framework posited, the project of Edenic restoration coincided with a process of continual improvement.
Both the scientific and political revolutions of seventeenthcentury England thus depended on a collective identification with the first intellectual and physical laborer. The Diggers' recovery of the original state of nature, like the experimentalists' recovery of Adam's understanding of and control over the natural world, demanded the investment of human energy in a necessarily imperfect and accretional activity whose ultimate goal no individual participant would survive to reach. Addressing a reader who is experiencing "confusions that are in the world, or in your owne heart, concerning the first Adam," the prophet Henry Pinnell declared.
These may goe to the plow-man for their answer and satisfaction: He will tell them that by the continuall motion of his Cart and Plow wheeles, he hath his business done, whereas if they stood still, he could have no seed sowne, no crop reaped, nor any profit at all made of his land; yet in the revolution of the wheel, no spoke therein is alwayes fixed either upward or downward. ..the spirit of life within keeps this wheel in motion:
God will have his people make a progresse; He will carry them from dispensation to dispensation; from strength to strength, and never let them stand still (in any forme) till they appeare in the perfection and beauty of the Spirit. i°I n this tendentiously workmanlike image, the plowman getting "his business done" does the work of paradise and stands as an exemplum for a whole nation. The "spirit of life" is captured in the movement of his cart and plow; by perpetually returning to their starting point the wheels move the vehicle, and his labor, forward. Revolution originally meant a turning back to the first point. The term first used to articulate fidelity to origins had become the vocabulary of progress. 1
A fifteenth-century manuscript illumination examined by
Stephen Greenblatt in Hamlet in Purgatory suggests a wider context for understanding the identification of Adam's labor power with the force of progress.^2 |^depicts a lone peasant raising a hoe above his head; he is either working the field or digging a grave. In either case, he is an Adamic "delver." Although the ground he is tilling seems solid to him, our cross-section view reveals it to be paper-thin. Just beneath the earth's surface is a cavern containing two chambers, hell and purgatory, into which the unsuspecting delver is clearly digging his way. An unsentimental sense of the trajectory of fallen life is here contracted into an efficient little emblem: a life of incessant work abruptly concluding in either damnation or redemption. Hell and Purgatory appear to be almost identical; both are filled with naked people undergoing torments in flames, but the purgatorial flames are graced by the presence of an angel while the torments of hell are presided over by a demon. When we look more closely, we find that the angel's gesture recapitulates the upwards slant of Adam's hoe; both contrast with the devil's downward gesture. The link is so unmistakable that it seems like a riff on the motif of the angel handing Adam his working tools. A visual link is thus established between purgation and labor, between the trial by fire and the trial of work.
How did this link survive the dissolution of purgatory? An early seventeenth-century book of spiritual exercises provides a clue: it is called Adam's Garden: A Meditation of P ICC I OTTO/ 17 Thankfulnesse and Praises Unto the Lord, for the Returne and Restore of Adam and his Posteritie: Planted as Flowers in a Garden, and published by a Gentle-man, long exercised, and happilie trained in the schoole of God's afflictions.
Presenting spiritual meditation and exercise as a method of replanting Adam's garden, it elaborates the themes of return and restoration in floral code. "This exercise I call Adams Garden," the writer explains; he asks God to "heipe mee, to plant, to square, and frame everie quarter. ..to undergoe my calling, to digge and delve still, by penaltie from the first Adam."^^This figurative delving is not just a penalty for sin but a way to purge oneself of it; yet the action of purgation is undertaken in a space very like the one that this action is supposed to restore. The means and end of return have again become blended together. Shot through with the purgatorial language of trial, the treatise weaves into its horticultural frame the conventional motifs of purgatory as both a fiery chamber and a school to prepare for heaven. This Adamic delver thanks God for "instructing and nurturing mee in thy owne most holy schoole of discipline" where he is "shaken with the rods of thy schoole and academy;" he is grateful to be made "sweete and acceptable, by the often scowring and purging of that inherent corruption."''' It is not merely that labor and purgation are associated: labor is purgation, and, more strangely, it is somehow also paradisal. Purgatorial burning was also woven into Winstanley's paradisal labors: members of the Digger collective had to cleanse themselves of the "corrupt bloud" which was responsible for vainglorious institutions like monarchy, a corruption "that runs in every man, and womans vaines, more or lesse, till reason the spirit of burning cast him out;" the burning and casting out of pride, the root of all sin, was accomplished through the exercise of reason and through the exertion of labor, the innocent tilling of the earth. '5 The disappearance of purgatory made it essential to experience purgatory while still on earth: William Gibson's
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Witnessed unto London warns the reader against those who "preach up IMPERFECTION and SIN for Term of Life," stressing that justification through faith does not mean that those who receive grace can't lose it; through "Sloth, Neglicence, and Unwatchfulness," people can and do so all the time. It is by undertaking a life-long labor that we can becomeand keep becoming -"new creatures." "We will have no other opportunity to do so: neither is there any Purgatory (as some do falsly preach) to purge people from their sins after they are dead and put in their Graves;" the time to enter "the Heavenly Spiritual School" is now.'^The dissolution of purgatory deprived sacred geography of a sense of progress. As Jacques le Goff and Greenblatt argue, heaven and hell resist the rule of narrative, but purgatory is a space of and for narrative. Fermenting, incomplete, processual, it existed to enable the story of the soul's progress.'^Eden took on the newly evacuated functions of this space: having once simply marked a site of origin, Eden now began to mark a moveable terminus of human potential.
Extravagantly dilated descriptions of life in Eden attempted an imaginative recovery of innocent life, filling this once brief and thin existence with an ontological fullness and a degree of dynamic activity it had never had before. It was through such descriptions that the concept of innocence itself came to accommodate process: came to demand, in fact, the ongoing efforts of the fallen. The unleashing of purgatorial process from its postmortem chamber resulted in the creation of a purgatorial world, from which the regenerate could work to extract the materials for a paradise of their own making.
The banishment of purgatory was thus paradoxically an expansion of its functions. Greenblatt notes that in Paradise Lost, Milton does not feel compelled to go out of his way to refute the doctrine of purgatory: in Milton's epic, and the culture it reflects, there is "no purgatorial space at all;" perhaps another way to put this idea is that, in this culture, there is no escaping purgatory. One searches vainly in Milton's cosmos for a static place of rest resembling Dante's Heaven; even Milton's angels engage in continuous labor to converge more closely towards God. Salkeld made paradise itself into a sort of purgatory when he suggested that it was "not likely that man should have beene confined there onely, until the time of his translation into a more happy estate, which should have bin after his sufficient triall in the terrene of Paradise. "'^R edescribing Eden as a place of trial to prepare Adam and Eve for heaven identified the state of innocence with the dynamic state of regenerate life in general. In the Edenic laboratory, the purgatorial Notes
